
24/7 UK Monitoring Centre

When the alarm is activated, the care team will

answer the call and talk directly through your

pendant. They will assess the situation and

send out appropriate help. It really is that simple. 

In case of an Emergency

In case of an emergency, push the SOS button

on your pendant and wait a moment; you will

then be connected to the emergency response

team, who will communicate via your pendant.

The Personal SOS Alarm is a safe and reliable way of getting
help when it is needed most. The pendant can be worn around
the neck or wrist. It’s waterproof and can be worn anywhere in

the UK, both indoors and outside.

Fall Detection

If you take a fall whilst wearing your pendant, the

care team will be alerted automatically. They will

communicate with you via your pendant, alerting

the emergency services, carer or next of kin.

What’s Included?

The personal alarm comes complete with a docking

station (for charging), together with a wrist strap and

a neck strap (lanyard). Your pendant will be fully

programmed so when you receive the alarm, it will be

ready to use right away. We can even call to remind

you to charge your alarm just in case you forget.

The safest SOS trigger procedures in the industry
The Personal SOS Alarm is the simplest and most discreet product yet.

The Personal Alarm packs an impressive range of features enabling

the user to experience multiple benefits at one affordable price plan.

Levels of Service



“These guys couldn't do enough for us and helped 

us every step of the way. We had looked at 

numerous products but this one seemed to be to 

good to be true. We were so impressed with every 

single aspect of service and product. It genuinely 

is an excellent service and it has given all the 

family reassurance. It even can tell when the 

wearer goes to bed and gets up in the morning by 

it telling us when it's in it's charger or not! Brilliant."

“IT GENUINELY IS AN
EXCELLENT SERVICE”
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